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ABSTRACT

This research discussed about the revolt in the novel Ash Princess by
Laura Sebastian (2018). The aim of this research is to describe the major
character who wants to rebel to the oppressor which has conquering the
mainland in the novel. The writer used descriptive qualitative method and
sociological approach in analyzing the revolt of the major character to struggle
her rights and taking over the domination. For the instrument, the writer serves
as the observer who the revolt collects, interprets, and analyzes the data to
produce valid result revealing of the main character in Laura Sebastian Ash
Princess. In this research, the writer found that the novel Ash Princess by Laura
Sebastian showed the revolt of Theodosia as a major character based on her
desire to get her freedom from Kaiser’s oppression and take her mainland from
Kalovaxians who leads by the Kaiser. The revolt happened because Theodosia
wanted to be free from the oppression by the Kaiser. The other things that made
Theodosia take a revolt is she wanted to bring back the Astreans claim including
the Astreans territory. The implication of this research is to inform the readers
about the revolt because of the oppression. Hopefully, this research can
contribute to education as an analysis of literary work. Especially for students of
English Literature department.

Keywords : Revolt, Major Character, Oppression.
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